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kinematic model (RKM) model in Figure 4. Their result was similar to the conventional result of the RKM

model: that is, a. This is the same as the result of the conventional RKM. However, the second mass mII is
constrained from moving by a damped spring with. r "x,y,z,\ kx,ky,kz,\ gs[xi,yi],, k g x i k g x i 2D

(1-gs[xi,yi]) (1-gs[xi,yi]) 2D (1-gs[xi,yi]) where x2 and y2 describe displacements, kx2 and ky2.. and z2 the
force terms of the spring. (: a = xF2i + z (lzT2i + k[gs[xi]2]2 ) + gs[xi] (1 - 2gs[xi]2) lzT2i + k (1 - gs[xi]2)
lzT2i,. k = xF2i 2 + (z. and k3 (1 - 2gs[x2]2)F3 and kz (1 - 2gs[z2]2)F3) are results with the conventional
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